
Homework 1

Potential Energy Lab
I intend to redesign this lab. I will ask students to measure the potential energy difference between two states,
and to verify that this answer is independent of the path taken. I may also ask them to check if the amount of
work done on just one string is the same or different for the two paths. It may help to ask students to imagine
that each string is pulled on by a different student, and we want to know how much work each student had
to do. We also need to decide whether to ask for a full lab report. In this lab, you will take measurements
on an elastic system that can be stretched in two orthogonal directions, which can control by applying two
orthogonal forces. From these measurements, you must extract the potential energy of that system.

1.1 Work and potential energy

Changes in the potential energy can be found by computed by measuring how much work is required to get
the system from one configuration to another. Keep in mind that the definition of work is

W =

∫
Fxdx +

∫
Fydy

You will need to determine the right hand side of this equation carefully, measuring the force for changes
in displacement. This will require numeric integration, which itself will require you to have a considerable
amount of data.

Problem 1.1: Planning ahead Work in groups to answer the following prompts. Bring one copy of your
groups plan to class Tuesday.

a) What data will your group take?

1. Which weights will you use?

2. What x or y constraints will you use (if any)?

b) How will you organize your data? (table, graph, etc.)

1. If you use a table, include a copy of your table when turning in your plan. Make sure your table
reflects the plan you outlined in the previous question (ex: include values of independent variables
where appropriate).

2. If you use a graph, turn in a template with axes and include a sketch of what you expect the data
to look like.

c) How will you analyze the data you collect?

Before you arrive in class on Tuesday to take data, you should draft a plan of attack for collecting data.
In particular, you should keep in mind that you will need to find the potential energy as a function of two
orthogonal coordinates. Since the work only gives you a difference in potential energy, you need to ensure
that you have sufficient data in order to find the potential energy at every point you consider relative to the
same arbitrary zero.

1.2 Taking data

During class on Tuesday, you will take your actual data. Plan on spending only an hour taking data, as we
will not devote the entire class period to data collection.
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1.3 Bonus System (required for 523 students)

As a challenge problem (which is required for PH 523 students), you can take data—possibly outside of
class—for a second system consisting of string with no springs, and analyze this data in the same way that
you treat your primary elastic system. If you undertake this challenge problem, you should discuss in your
report the differences and similarities between the two systems, and what makes them different.

1.4 Lab report

You will write up a formal lab report, which is due on Wednesday. This lab report should be written in good
English, and should include all the standard parts of a lab report. In this report in particular, you should
be sure to

• Include a diagram of your lab setup.

• Plot some of your raw data in a useful way.

• Plot U , being sure to account for the various dimensions present. It is not acceptable to hold any
experimental parameter fixed for the entire analysis.

Please consult the rubric below for more information on the expectations for your lab report.

1.5 Rubric

Potential Energy Lab Report Points

Abstract: Abstract conveys full report effectively; briefly describes
experiment, states goal and results.

3

Introduction/motivation: Gives clear reason or motivation for ex-
periment. Is constructed to engage the reader.

3

Experiment: Describes apparatus, components and their relation-
ship accurately, and provides clearly labeled diagrams. Describes
procedure in sufficient detail that a peer could replicate.

3

Results: Physics is correct. Measured data is well-organized, de-
scribed clearly, and plotted appropriately with attention to labels,
captions, and presentation.

6

Analysis: Physics is correct. Quantities derived from raw measure-
ment are clearly explained. Graphs and tables are clear and infor-
mative. Presentation addresses the multiple dimensions present in
the problem.

6

Assessment of data and conclusions: Compares experimental re-
sults with prior expectations. Provides an overview, a strong con-
clusion and comments on the experiment.

3

Language: Language is clear, concise and descriptive. Spelling and
grammar are correct. Tenses and voice are consistent. A profes-
sional tone is maintained. Organization is good.

3

Title, date, acknowledgements, etc: Title is a concise, informa-
tive description. Acknowledgements are appropriate. Date present.
Pages are numbered.

3

Total: 30
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